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THE BUDGET
questions to be raised at the time of adjournment tonight are as follows: the han. member
ANNUAL F1NANC1AL STATEMENT OF THE
lor Brandon-Souris (Mr. Dinsdale); technical
MlN1STER OF FJNANC£
,and vocational training-request for subsidizaHon. M.itcheU Sharp IM.inister of Finance)
tion of teacher training programs; the hon.
member for Winnipeg North Centre (Mr. moved:
That Mr. Spe.ker do now leave the chair lor
Knowles); the Canadian economy-eftect on
pensioners of increasing cost of living; the the house to go into committee of way. and mean'.
bon. member for Gaspe (Mr. Keays), northern
He said:
alJalrs-constructlon of replica of Grande (Translation]
Hermine for Expo '67.
Mr. Speaker, a year ago my predecessor in
Hon. Michael Starr (Ontario!: Mr. Speaker, office, the hon. member for Davenport
in view of the fact that tonight Ls the presen- CMr. Gordonl, reported to the house that
tation night of the budget by the Minister of there had been a great and encouracing
Finance, and to enable time to be available improvement in the economic situation. I am
for reply by the opposition critic to the happy to say that this trend continued in
minister, I wonder if there is any provision 1965. The fiscal policies he initiated have
that these questions not be taken up at ten resulted in further rapid economic arowth.
o'clock, but postponed to some other time?
[English]

Some bon. Membul: Agreed.

Royal Commission on Taxation
Mr. Deputy Speaker: Order, please. The
For aU those concerned with fiscal affairs
three questions to be taken up on proceedings and economic policy generally, 1966 will be a
under the adjournment motion can be sus- busy and important year. We expect to re~
pended by unanimous consent of the house.
celve and publish within the next two months
the report of the Royal Commission on
Some hon. Members: Agreed.
Taxation which was appointed in 1962 to
Mr. Deputy Speaker: Is there unanimous review the whole ot our federal tax system.
It is clearly desirable that following the
consent?
publication of the report sufficient time be
Some hon. Members: Agreed.
made available for people to study it and
make known their views on it. I found on
Mr. BarneU: It is understood that they are taking office that it would not be possible to
simply to be deferred, and will hold their take action on the report in the Budget this
order.
year. To avoid any uncertainty about it I
Mr. Deput, Speaker: It Is the understand- made clear in January that this budget would
not reflect"the proposals of the Royal Coming that the house will dispense with these mission
and such is the case.
questions on tonight's adjournment proceedWhen the Royal Commission was asked to
ings.
make a comprehensive review of our tax
I should point out to the house that since system It was given a difficult task, to which
the hour for private members was not taken the Commissioners and many experienced
up, that this hour also was deferred, and is advisers have devoted much thought and
work. We In turn wl11 be faced with a
not to be counted.
difficult and controversial task when we come
Mr. Starr: Agreed.
to reform our tax laws in the light ot its
Ml'. Deput, Speaker: Order, please. The report. Naturally we will not be able to
consider the Royal Commission's recommensittings of this house are suspended until dations
in isolation. We shall have to take
eight o'clock, pursuant to a special order into account the issues we are discussing with
made on Monday, March 28, 1966.
the provinces concerning federal.provincial
fiscal arrangements. Our reform of the tax
At 7.15 p.m. the sitting was suspended.
system will be governed by two principles:
equity and efficiency. Governments are going
to need Increasing revenues to meet the social
and economic requirements of a nation deterSI'M"ING RESUMED
mined to abolish poverty-and I personally
share this determination. I believe Canadians
The house resumed at 8 p.m.
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generally are willing to play their part in this
endeavour, but they must be satisfied that
what is asked of them is fair and that the
fiscal system docs not stand in the way of
work and enterprise.

Federal-Provincial Fiscal Arran~emcnts
This will be the crucial year for the
Federal-Provincial Tax Structure Committee
which, as the House knows, is conducting a
broad review of the fiscal relationships be~
tween the federal and provincial govern~
ments. One of the important elements under·
lying these discussions is the rapid increase in
the expenditures of the provincial govern~
menls and their municipalities. Many of the
major social requirements of Canadians today
fall within the sphere of provincial responsibility, and provincial expenditures naturally
reflect this trend. I have in mind chiefly
education, health, a variety of l'Ielfare requirements, and highways. The trends in
federal expenditure on the one hand appear
to be increasing roughly in line with the
Gross National Product. The requirements of
the provincial governments
and
their
municipalities on the other hand appear to be
growing at a higher rate. The Provincial
Treasurer of Ontario said in his Budget
Speech last month, "It is becoming increasingly clear that the combined total of provin~
cial and municipal expenditures will continue
to grow at a much more rapid rate than the
corresponding federal commitments."
•

(8:10 p.m.)
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grants made by the Federal Government to
specific provincial programmes.
Here, and this is the central problem, we
must find a balance between two important
considerations; on the one hand the responsi~
bility we feel here in parliament, and I feel
here in parliament as one of its members, to
give leadership on matters of national importance, and on the other hand the need to
respect provincial responsibilities and provin·
cia I judgments about matters within their
jurisdiction.
This will be no easy task but, given sum·
cient imagination and good will, I have no
doubt whatever that we can find workable
solutions.
Tariffs
In international economic affairs too this
will be an important year. The Kennedy
round of tariff negotiations sponsored by the
members of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade must come to a head later
this year if the negotiations are to be completed on time. In mid 1967 the powers aCCOrded to the U.S. Government by the Trade
Expansion Act expire. It would be a tragic
waste if the world trading community failed
to make effective use of that imaginative
legislation which was one of President
Kennedy's great achievements.
For our part, and I believe I speak not only
on behalf of the government of Canada but
on behalf of all of us in this house, we shall
do our utmost to ensure the success of these
negotiations.
Tonight I shall be proposing very few
changes in the Customs Tariff. They are set
forth in the resolution. We have received a
great many suggestions and requests for tariff
changes.
I am glad to see, as a former minister of
trade and commerce and as one who believes
in liberal trade, that the great majority are
suggestions for decreases rather than increases. Many of these have considerable
merit.
But at a time when we are engaged in one
of the largest international tariff negotiations
in our history I think the House will appreciate the desirability of using whatever tariff
reductions we contemplate to help us obtain
better access to foreign markets for our own
exports.

In our federal system there are three lines
of approach to ensuring that the provinces
will be able to provide an adequate level of
public services. First, the provinces must
have access to an appropriate share of the
sources of available revenue. This is the tax
sharing problem. I have reached the conclu·
sian that it will be possible both to ensure
that the provinces have access to sufficient
revenues to finance their responsibilities and
to ensure that the Federal Government will
have sufficient scope to make effective use of
fiscal policy for economic purposes. In the
second place, there has to be a system of
equalization payments made by Parliament to
underwrite the ability of the less wealthy
provinces to provide adequate services. The
present equalization formula is not entirely
satisfactory. We would like to develop a
formula that would take into account a wider
concept of fiscal capacity based on a compre- International Monetary Co-operation
We are also playing an active part in the
hensive range of provincial revenues. The
third element comprises the conditional international consideration of methods for
[Mr. Sharp,]
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improving the International monetary system.
Supplies of traditional forms of reserves such
as gold and the reserve currencies are not
likely to be adequate in the future to meet
the needs of a growing volume of world trade
and payments. We would like to see machinery established which would enable some
conscious action to be taken in the future to
create international reserve assets much as a
central bank influences the growth of the
money supply within an individual country.
We also want to see improvements in the
process whereby countries adjust imbalances
in their international position quickly and
with the least damage to their trading partners.
In these discussions the Canadian Government has urged that a new reserve asset
should be created through the joint action of
a group of countries which are able to contribute strong backing for such a new asset
and which have had considerable experience
of co-operation together in monetary matters.
We believe the decisions concerning issues of
the new asset should be made within the
general framework of the International
Monetary Fund, and that all members of the
Fund should be entitled to hold and to use
the new asset. It is too early to say what the
outcome of these discussions will be.
As many people in this house who follow
these matters know, there are still differences
of opinion among the countries involved as to
the need for any new arrangements at this
time and as to the form which such arrangements might take. However, Canada is mak·
ing every effort to achieve as wide an area of
agreement as possible, consistent with the
sound evolution of the international monetary
system.
Economic Situation and Outlook
In 1965 the dollar value of the naUon's
output of goods and services was about
per
cent higher than in 1964. In terms of volume
the increase in Gross National Product was
about 6! per cent.
This growth in the economy was broadly
based and brought benefits to people in all
walks of life and in all parts of the country.
Capital investment by governments and by
private business was up very sharply; consumers spent substantially more than in 1964.
Employment rose rapidly by just over a
quarter of a million workers. By the end of
1965 not only had another 208,000 workers
been added to our labour force, but by the
end of the year the rate of unemployment

9,

had been reduced to 3l per cent. The expansion in the economy, which has now lasted
five years, is the most sustained In Canada's
history and it shows no sIgns of slackening.
In recent months Indeed 1t has become
evident that the rate of increase in expenditures is becoming too rapid and that we
Canadians are trying to take on a bit more
than we can handle. In this respect our
position is quite different from what it was a
few years ago. As late as 1963 the economy.
although already expanding, was still operating well below its potential The rate of
unemployment then was much higher, our
industries were operating well below capacity, and supplies of resources of all kinds were
readily available. In short, even as late as
1963 there was considerable slack in the
economy.
This is not the case today. Despite substantial additions to plant and equipment throughout the economy in the last few years
and an unusually large growth in the labour
force, most sectors of the economy today and
most regions of the country are working at or
close to capacity. Shortages of skilled labour
have become Widespread, shortages of other
labour have appeared, and unit labour costs
have been rising. Our task this year must be
to maintain a reasonable balance between the
increases in production which are physically
possible and the increase in the demands we
place on our resources. Since there is no
appreciable slack in the economy to take up
this year, we cannot look for as large an
expansion of output as was achieved in 1965.
•

(8:20 p.m.) ,;

The capacity of the economy at any point
in time is limited by the availability of
manpower in the right places with the right
training, and by our stock of industrial plant
and equipment. With the labour force grow·
ing and with high annual rates of capital
investment, our capacity increases year by
year. But to achieve the full potential of our
economy. as projected for example by the
Economic Council for the year 1970, more
than this is needed. We have to improve the
quality of our resources and improve our
methods of using them. We have to improve
the skills of our labour force and organize the
labour market more effectively so that people
can move readily into the jobs for which they
are suited. We have to improve our Industrial
organintion, increase research and development, and ensure that we are using the most
modern techniques in Industry. The Government has adopted a variety of policies and
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programs along these lines to help bring
our capacity up to our full potenlial Even so,
these will need some years to take full effect.
In these terms to speak of a margin between
our present performance and our potential
may be u~efui as a guide to assessing and as
a spur to developing our longer-term capabilities. But there is no such margin between
our present performance and our present
capacity.
Our capacity will of course grow in 1966.
The labour force will increase by a further
22U,000 workers, although not all of them will
be located where there are jobs available, nor
will they all have the needed skills. There are
pockets of unemployment in some regions
which will be drawn on more effectively as
our manpower programs and area development measures make themselves felt.
During the coming months, with new plant
and equipment coming into production, .me
should be able to achieve higher levels of
output per man-hollr in many industries. For
the nation as a whole, an expansion in the
order of 5 per cent in the volume of output
over 1965 levels should be within our reach.
However, even this rate of expansion may
well be insufficient to meet the additional
demands that appear likely to be made on the
economy during the current year. Governments at alt levels have already indicatro
that they intend to increase their total capita!
outlays in 1966 substantially above those of
1965. Growing requirements for schoois, universities, hospitals and roads bulk heavily in
provincial and municipal budgets. Other
form~ of government exp~nditures are almost
certain to rise. The latest survey of the
investment intentions of private business
firms points to a cOntinuation of the present
investment boom. In manufacturing fOr exampl~ the bur!ness firms apparently intend to
increase their capital investment by 20 per
cent in 19Gu following a similar increase last
year. Substantial increases in private investment outside of the manufacturing :;eclor are
also expected. With continued h~gh levels of
employment and rising rates of wages and
salaries, consumers will have more money to
spend. Finally we can expect further increases in our exports during the current
there is a growing demand for our goods in
year. Prospects for wheat sales are good and
many markets, particularly in the United
States where the economic expansion appears
to be accelerating. Indeed, Mr. Speaker-and I
would like to emphasize this point-the change
in the outlook in the United States in the past
[Mr. Sharp.}
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three months is an important influence on our
present situation, and necessarily upon the
policies which we must follow.
All of this being so, 1966 presents a great
chaHenge to Canadians. We have been successful during these past few years in stimulating the economy until it is now operating
close to capacity. Are we now prepared to
exercise the moderation-as well as the enterprise-needed to keep the economy operating
at full capadty not only in 1966 but in the
years to come? In other words can we now
paei) and prolong our prosperity? That is the
question we have to face as a people. If
Canadians try to achieve more than is physically possible the result can only be severe
strains on key industries, shortages of materials, and rising costs and prices; productivity
would be adversely affected and our competitive position would deteriorate. Moreover imports would be drawn in at a rate that would
bring about a substantially larger deficit in
our balance of payments on current account.
In recent months imports have been increasing more rapidly than exports; this was
reflected in the increase in our current account deficit in 1965, and is likely to result in
a further increa.!!e in 1966. This is not unreasonable in present circumstances. but we
must kl'ep it within sensible bounds.
Ealance of Payments
It has been customary for Canada's external dcflcit on current account to increase
during periods of economic expansion. As the
domestic demands on our resources approach
the limits of our capacity a larger import
surplus makes available additional resources.
The additional supplies of machinery, industrial products and consumer goods that we
thus obtain from other countries help to avert
shortages in Canada and help to avoid increases in prices and costs. They enable us to
produce more and to consume more. Thus
import surpluses help to alleviate pressures
on the economy when it is operating at full
capacity. By contrast large import surpluses
several years ago, when the Canadian economy was running well below capacity, aggravated our own underemployment.
While there are short-term advantages in
having a large current account dencit when
the economy is at full stretch, we should not
blind ourselves to the disadvantages of run~
ning such a deficit year alter year. The deficit
enables us, through borrowing, to use resources today which, as a nation, we have not
yet earned and which will have to be repflid
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out of future earnings. There are dangers in
trying to enjoy, through borrowing, a standard of liVing over the years that is higher
than our own productivity allows. Borrowing
from abroad at a time when we are under~
taking a large investment program is justifiable; but relying on borrowed external
capital to sustain a high and rising rate of
consumption can be as dangerous a temptation for a nation as for an individual.
From 1962 until our economic expansion
gained greater momentum last year we made
good progress in reducing our current account deficit. Even in 1965, during a period of
rapid expansion, the deficit was much less
than in 1959, which was a year of considerable slack. The trend therefore seems to be in
the right direction but in the years ahead we
must make further progress in reducing this
deficit. We have preserved our access to the
United States capital market with the cooperation of the United States Government,
which recognizes the fact that Canada does
not contribute to the United States balance of
payments problem. But in the longer run,
with the whole world hungry for capital, we
cannot assume that it win always be feasible
for Canada to import such large amounts of
capital as we have in the past. This is not an
immediate problem to be ::olved this year or
next. It is a matter of developing a long~term
balance of payments policy consistent with
our international position as an open economy in an increasingly competitive world. Our
basic approach is two-fold: first, through industrial, commercial and manpower policies,
to adapt the structure of the Canadian economy to exploit effectively the most rapidly
growing markets at home and abroad; and
second, to develop and encourage the growth
and use of Canadian savings. Canadians
should be prepared to forgo some of the
apparent advantages of immediate expendi~
tures in order to invest in the expansion and
productivity of their own economy.

on the basis of the short-term outlook. We
need to plan now to maintain our growth in
the years beyond 1966. Investments by governments as well as by private business that
can be postponed to a later time will help
then to maintain stability and growth.
We have all, in government, in business
and in labour circles, received much useful
information and advice from our Economic
Council on how to make our efforts, our
labour and resources more productive; and on
the proper choice of priorities.
•

(8:30

p.m.)

I find myself generally in agreement with
the substance of much that the Council has
said in both its First and Second Reviews. I
have taken to heart the concern that it
expresses and implies about the way time
lags can impair the effectiveness of fiscal.
measures and its concern that we must not
lose sight of our longer-term goals in dealing
with Immediate problems. On the other hand
I consider unduly pessimistic its opinion that
fiscal measures should not be used to deal
with what it calls "shorter term cyclical
instability" and I do not share its view that
fiscal policy can and should be reduced to an
arithmetical formula. Appraisal, judgment
and flexibility must have their place if we
are to succeed.
While our present situation clearly calls for
restraint on the increases in spending, rather
than stimulus, this could change fairly quickly. Our objective is a steady and sustained
rate of growth. Our intention is to keep our
fiscal policies ~xible, and readily adaptable
to changing circumstances.
Mr. Speaker, if we do not by one means or
another succeed in moderating the increase in
aggregate expenditures this year the most
immediate penalty we shall suffer is an infla~
tionary increase in prices. Public and indeed
parliamentary concern over this danger is
already evident. It was only a few days ago
Economic Council
that we were debating this very issue. As a
Mr. Speaker, it is very useful to me as practical matter in our society this danger
Minister of Finance to have had the opportunity of reading and studying the reports of cannot be avoided by trying to regulate
the Economic Council of Canada. In its last prices and wages. We must deal with the
report the Economic Council of Canada point- basic issue which is at the present time an
ed out that the recent rate of expansion of excess of spending power over what is availainvestment spending is clearly not sustainable ble to meet demands. It is this excess which
on a long-term basis. Our economy will grow causes rising prices, costs and profits and
mOre if the rate of expansion of investment which harms those in our society whose
keeps broadly in line with our longer-term economic power and bargaining position are
potential requirements instead of fluctuating weak.
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The Out-turn ot Last Year's Budget.
Mr. Speaker, I should like to turn now to a
review ot our government accounts. The out·
come of the Government's accounts over the
past year has been laid before you in detail
in Part 2 of the White Paper. I propose
simply to note a few highlights.
Budgetary revenues in the fiscal year now
ending are estimated to have been $7,673
million. You may recall that my predecessor
in office expected, nearly a year ago, that
revenues would rise by some 5~ per cent in
the absence of any tax changes. and that he
proposed to reduce this growth to just over 3
per cent by a reduction in personal income
tax, which took effect last July. These revenue forecasts were based on an expected
increase in the value of the Gross National
Product of about H per cent. In the event,
our rate of economic expansion was such
that the value of the GNP rose by about 9~'
per cent; and revenues rose as a consequence,
in spite o( the tax cut, by $493 mUlIon, or 7
per cent. This is telling evidence o( the
considerable momentum which the expansion
acquired during the course of 1965.
Expenditures within the framework of the
budgetary accounts in the year now at an end
are estimated at $7,707 million. This is only
three-quarters of one per cent higher than
was (orecast in last year's budget.
I should like to congratulate my predecessor in office.
Some hon. Members: Hear, hear.
Mr. Sharp: Indeed, I should like to congratulate him again because the resulting
budgetary deflcit of $34 million was the low·
est since the fiscal year which ended on
March 31, 1957, nine years ago. To a1l1ntents
and purposes therefore the budget was in
balance this year.
Federal revenues and expenditures on the
national economic accounts basis, which takes
in non-budgetary government transactions
affecting the incomes of individuals and businesses, are again explained and reconciled
with the budgetary presentation in Part I of
the White Paper. I should like to point out to
the house, however, that there was a surplus
on the National Accounts basis of some $494
million, compared with the surplus of $279
million in the previous fiscal year. In terms
of the impact of the Federal Government's
total receipts and payments upon the incomes
(If the rest of the community, this healthy
federal surplus of nearly half a billion dollars
was no more than was needed to absorb
(Mr. Sh.rp.)

a substantial volume of potential
demand which would otherwise have
bee.n translated into higher prices
larger deflcit on current account
balance of payments.

private
largely
and a
in the

The Outlook for Revenue and Expenditure in
the Coming Year.
I have described our eronomic situation
and prospects and have reviewed the outcome
of Federal Government transactions in the
fiscal year now ending. Let me now move
ahead to discuss the outlook for the new
fiscal year.
First ot all, without taking into account the
effects of this Budiel my advisers would now
expect another increase of rather more than 9
per cent in the Gross National Product in
1966. Of this, a little more than 5 per cent
would be in volume and 4 per cent in price.
That is the prediction my advisers made
without taking into account any of the
proposals that I shall make subsequently.
Part of the expected price increase is attributable directly to contributions under the
Canada and Quebec Pension Plans and to the
recently announced increase in the Ontario
prOVincial sales tax, both of which renect
improvements in public and social services.
On the basis of present taxes and this
increase in Gross National Product I would
expect our budgetary revenues to be about
$8,220 million in the coming fiscal year, an
increase of 7 per cent. There are special
reasons why this Increase in revenue will be
less than would normally result from such a
large increase in Gross NatiOnal Product.
First of all, the inCQme tax cut of 1965
applied only from July 1 last. In a full flseal
year the cost would be considerably more. In
the second place, in 1966 there is a further
abatement ot three percentage points ot basic
income tax in favour of the provinces. In the
third place, contributions by individuals and
employers to the Canada Pension Plan and
the Quebec Pension Plan, which commenced
at the beginning of this year, are deductible
for personal and corporation income tax purpOses. Finally, corporation income tax re·
ceipts in 1965-66 included some extra revenue
in respect of the movement forward of the
payment period for this tax which we will
not have this coming year.
I am forecasting budgetary expenditures
for the coming fiscal year at $8,450 million
representing an increase of nearly 10 per cent
above the previous year's level This takes
into account not only the Main Estimates
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meet our very heavy obligations in respect of
interest and dividends payable outside
Canada.
We should restrain in some degree the
increase in all the other demands this year on
Canada's production.

which have already been tabled but the expenditures normally made from supplementary estimates. It also takes account of new
legislation and programs that have been
announced. It refiects as wen the etl'orts to
which I shall refer in a moment that my
colleagues and I have recently made to defer
capital expenditures previously planned for • (8,40 p.m.)
this coming fiscal year.
Government Expenditures
On the basis of these forecasts, before
First, in regard to our own government
taking into account my following proposals.
we would have a deficit of $230 million in our substantially higher this new fiscal year than
budgetary accounts. In terms of the national In the one just closing-higher by some $743
economic accounts there would be a surplus millions, or 96 per cent. Since last August we
have been reviewing our construction proof $370 million.
grams and deferring a number of proiects
Policy and Proposals-General
-both those announced at the time and othI turn now to the policies and proposals for ers that came up subsequently for decision.
Now that we are better able to appraise th~
dealing with the economic and budgetary
situation I have been describing. I take this total economic situation this year, and our
occasion to express my thanks to the numer- part in it, the Government believes it should
ous Canadians who, in response to my invita- exercise further restraint upon its own extion, sent me their recommendations for this penditures, particularly in the field of construction, during this coming fiscal year.
Budget.
As a consequence the Government has
Some hon. Members: Hear, hear.
made several decisions. First, that it will not
Mr. Sharp: I received a great variety of undertake any substantial new programs
suggestions, some of them quite unorthodox, or projects requiring expenditures in 1966·67
which I may reveal at some time, but many that are not already provided lor in the
of them, indeed a very large number, were Estimates or are already announced, except
constructive. If I may be pardoned a paren- for what are clearly unforeseen emergencies.
thetical remark, a great many of the letters This will mean deferring a number of plans
said either expressly or implicitly, "I did not that have been under consideration, or which
we have been requested to undertake by the
know you were interested in my views."
provinces or others.
Mr. FuUon: They will find out later that
Second, we will limit our departmental
you weren't.
construction programs this year to a total
Mr. Sharp: However, I have never regret- that will 'fle 10 per cent less, in terms of
expenditures in 1966-67, than the total figure
ted having sent out this general invitation.
of $348 million submitted in the Main EstiIt is clear that action should be taken
mates now before the House. This will re·
promptly to moderate the present boom and
quire deferment of a number of projects
to maintain a steady and sustainable rate of
growth in our economy. We must avoid the already included in the Estimates or otherwise announced. We have already decided to
kind of boom that will lead to a bust.
defer or re-schedule a number of specific
In seeking this major objective we wish projects which we think can and should be
also to protect and enhance our productivity deferred or re-scheduled at this time, Bmong
and our ability to compete in trade with which the following are examples:
other nations. We also want to restrain the
(a) a grain elevator at Prince Rupert that
increase in our balance of payments deficit.
we had intended to proceed with immediately
To achieve these aims we must moderate but on which the tenders for construction
the increase in the total of demands being came in at figures much hisher than we
placed on the Canadian economy this year thought were necessary;
and next year. Thcse demands include those
(b) the proposed new Taxation Building in
of governments, of business, of consumers, Ottawa, the National Museum, the National
and of those who buy our exports. We do not Research Council Structures Laboratory, and
want to restrain export demands-we need the the commencement of buildings on the Satproceeds of exports to pay lor imports and ellite Experimental Farm;
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(c) somc less urgent work at airports in
various parts of the country;
Cd) a readjustment of the timetable for the
next phase of the Northumberland Causeway
project in order to minimize the pressures on
the peak summertime employment market
and maximize winter employment possibilities;
(e) some harbour and marine works in
coastal areas where there is serious pressure
on the construction industry;
m some smaller public buUdings in On·
tario and British Columbia.
I regret, and I am sure everyone in this
house regrets, that it is necessar)' to defer
these projects and others as well to which I
have not rclerred, but I feel that it 15 cssen·
tiat to do so If we are to avoid an unreasonable level of demand on the economy this
year. I hope that the provincial governments,'
whose construction programs have apparently increased even more than ours this
year, will be able to contribute to this desirable restraint upon aggregate demand by hold·
ing back until a later year some of the
projects they have scheduled for this year, I
recognize that some of their requirementsparticularly for schools and universities-are
urgent, but there are others-for example
some highway building-that could be delayed
at some inconvenience but without serious
economic or social consequences.
In order to permit deferment of projects,
we have already agreed with the provincial
governments to place before you amendments
to some of our legislation to extend the
deadlines for federal grants for various can·
struction programmes. May I say to han.
members of the house that I know that this
policy that I am announcing will be acceptable to most provincial governments across
this country who are just as concerned as we
on this side with the excessive demands that
may be placed upon the construction Industry
this year. This was announced last August 2.
We are now prepared to agree to delaying
completion of centennial projects to which we
are contributing, so that there will be no
arbitrary pressure on this score in seeking to
complete them by 1967. As a practical matter
there is nothing we can do to reduce the
abnormal pressure to complete work on many
projects in Montreal that are part at Expo '67
or related to it. We are asking our Crown
corporations to exercise restraint in respect
of any of their projected building plans
which can be deferred, as the Bank of
Canada has done.
[~fr. Sharp.]

Income Tax
Turning now from expeditures to revenues,
I shall lay before you a number of proposals
affecting taxation. In the main thesc are
designed to moderate the increase in demand
of private individuals and business firms.
Let me begin with the Income Tax, the
keystone of our tax system. I t is the fairest of
our taxes. It must be reformed, however, and
made fuHy effective if it is to be really
equitable. I believe it should be used by both
Parliament and the provincial legislatures.
I should recall here some remarks I made
in answer to press inquiries following the
Budget Speech of the Provincial Treasurer of
Ontario. He had announced Ontario's deelslon
to increase its personal income tax for the
purpose of financing its growing expcndi·
tures, a dccision which has recently been
embodied in a BUI pla~ before the Ontario
Legislature. He made clear that Ontario
would need to take such action whether or
not there was an additional abatement of the
federal tax. I said: "Any province is quite
free to increase its income tax under its
present arrangements with us-and I hope it
will be just as free to do so under the new
arrangements we will be working out this
year. I think there should be as little suggestion as possible in our new arrangements that
the provinces are entitled to use only a
specified portion of the income tax and that
in going beyond it th!!y ar!! somehow indulg.
ing in double taxation ... It Is of course the
right of a provincial government to decide
what is the right combination of taxes for it
to use, having in mind both equity and
economics. We and they should both take into
account as best we can what one another Is
doing." I regard what Mr. Allan has said and
done as being quite consistent with what I
am proposing tonight.
[Translation)

We will discuss these matters in the Tax
Structure Committee this year and no doubt
in a full federal· provincial conference of
Prime Ministers and Premiers as well. I hope
we shall be able to come to understand each
others' views on the use of the personal
income tax by both levels of government, and
that each will accept responsibility for the
extent to which it uses this tax, knowing the
others' viC!ws. I would hope, moreover, that
the provinces will be prepared to continue to
follow our lead In regard to the various
detailed provisions of the law in order to
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cut from $600 per annum to $20 per annum,

minimize the trouble to which taxpayers may
be subject in preparing their returns.
At the same time I propose that the rate of
the tax cut, now 10 per cent, be changed to
[English]
Last year Parliament reduced the income 20 per cent. With the new limit of $20 only
tax by 10 per cent of the basic tax with an the lowest brackets will benefit from this
upper limit of $600. This was done on the change in the rate. The result of these
basis of the Government's appraisal of the changes will be that those with average or
economic situation at that time and the better than average incomes will revert to
desirability of stimulating the expansion and tax levels slightly below the levels that pregrowth of the economy.
vailed in 1964. Those with lower than average
Some hon. Membel'l: Oh, ob.
incomes will pay less tax than they did at
Mr. Sharp: It is quite clear, Mr. Speaker, that time and less than they are now paying.
from what I have been saying that this This new rate of tax will prevail after June 1
stimulus served to make 1965-66 the most this year and will be reflected in the deducprosperous year in Canada's history.
tions then made. The tax liability for the
The stimulus has served its purpose and is year 1966 will be a blend of what was
no longer appropriate. As a consequence I enacted in 1965 to be in effect this year and
feel we should now withdraw most of last the revised rates proposed to apply alter
year's tax cut.
In making the change I feel that we should, June 1. I would ask permission at this point
however, lighten the load upon those with the to insert in Hansard tables to illustrate the
lowest in:::om"s. I do !;() baving considered the c~~ct of lh~c changes.
total tax load being imposed by all goYernUt. SpcaJ.t:Ct: Is that agreed?
ments in all forms.
Some bon. Memben: Agreed.
• (8:50 p.m.)
Accordingly I now propose that effective
[Edito'l".! note: The tables 'l'efeTTed to above
June 1 we reduce the present limit on the tax aTe as follows:]
TABLE I
TO ILLUSTRATE PROPOSED PERSONAL INCOMF. TAX CHANGE
Single TaIpayeu-no dependants

Income

1,300.....
1,500.

2,000...
2,500.

"

•

•

........

""
"'156

..........

3,000. ..........
~,OOO_

7,500....

15

...........

25,000..
.........
50,000. ......... ..............

1965 tu cut

to be cancelled

•
,
2

10
17

tai

Ne,..
cut for Chanp;e in tax
for a full year
" full year

•,
,
'"'"

1,214

""
18<

20
20
20
20

2,396

363

20
20
20

390
'02

10,000..
l~,ooo ....

Nt:t Federal
tu for 1966
if no change
made

~,537

15,333

lIS

000
000

•
+

%
2

15

10

15

•3
•

+ 3n

+"
+1"
+343

+".
+".

'"3

+ 2
+ I'
+ 13
+"
+ I'
+11
+

•

Net Federal
tal[ for 1966

•

13

""

lOB

I"
m
'I'
1,313
2,602
6.88S
IS,HI

The amounta shown above as net Feder,,-t till[ lire after deduetinll: an nbfltement of 24% in accordance with current
fed.erat·provineial flrrangement/l. The J'ederal t-lI.X in Quebec is lower beCIIUse of additionnl abatements but
the flmount of tax cut ill. the same in each case. The amounta shown do not indude provincial income tax or
the old age security tax. It wall. ll8llumed that laxpayf'ra take the optionailltlllldard deduction of $100.
For 1966 the "]%5 te.x cut" will remain in eHert for the firllt 4/10tha of the year lind the "nt:w tax cut" will be
in effect lor the remainder of the year. The" Net Federal taxlor l!J66" i$ after deducting a blend of these two
ta~ adjustments.
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TABLf~

TO

ILLlj~TRATE

•

I
2,300.
2,500.
3,000.
4,000,
5,000.

I'ItOI'OSED PERSONAL INCOMI~ TAX CHANCE
M:lrried T:l~paycr-no dependanta

Net Federal
tax for
19liij if no
changc made

Income

14

.

.. . . . .. . .. . .. . . .
...........

29
65

156

260

.............

7.500.
10,000.

606

1,019

15,lXlO" ..
25,000.
50,000.....

2

2,132
5, Hl5
14,915

19G5
tax cut
to be
cancelled

•
,
2

New
tax cut
for a
lull year

Chango
in l,flX for

•,

•

,

+

40

20
20
20
20
20
20

'"

15
15
15

•

20
20

323
600
600

%

2

10
24
92

Net Fe<leml
t~x for
1960

n full ~'ear

10

•

•

13

29

."

2

IliS

+20
+72
+134

+ 7
+12
+13

64'
1,100

+30.1
+580
+560

+ 14
+ 11
+

2.3U
5,543
15,263

+

,

278

The amounts shown Ilbove n.s net Io'edernl tnx are alter deducting an abatement of 24% in a.ccordance with current
federal-provincial urrangementa. The Federal tax in Quebee is lower because of additional auatement!! but
the ilJnount of tax cut is the >mme in each C:l..l!e. The amoun!,s shown do not include provincial income tax or
the old age security tax. It wlIlIlLssumed thM t:upayel1l take the optional standard deduction of $100.
For 1!l66 the "19W til, cut" will remllin in effect for the tinlt 41lOths of the year !Lnrl the "new tlU cut" will be
in effect for the remainder of the year. The '·Net Federnl tax for 19li6" is after deducting II blend of these
two tax adjustment3.

TABLE 3
TO ILLUSTRATE PROPOSED PERSONAL INCOME TAX CHA>JGE
Married Taxpayer-2 dependent children eligible for fnmily allownnce

InCQme

•

3,000.
3,5(1().
4,000.
5,000. ........................
1.500.
10,000.
15,000,

25,000.
50,000. ...........

Net Federal
tax for
1966 if no
change made

•

22

66

100

19115
t:u, cut
<0 be
eancelled

•
,
3

15

Ncw
tax cut
for a
full year

•

7
18
20

•

,
3

Net Foocral
tax for

1066

%
15
15

•

2<l

53

5

5

97

+ 5
+11
+ 13

W!i

20

+ 10
+ 59
+lL9

20
20
20

+279
+580
+,580

+ 14
+ 12
+

2.Ht
5,:1:14
15,012

199
519
918

'"
13'

20
20

1,973
4,9S6
14,lili5

299
600
600

79

Chao((e
in tax for
a full year

•

554

987

The amounts shown nbove as ne~ Fedentl tax are after deducting all abatement of 24% in aceordanl'e with current
federnl-provincial arranl;em"nts. The Federal tax in Quebec is lower because of additional abatementll but
the amount of tax cut i~ the same in cach caw. The amounts shown do not includ" proviocial income tax
or the old age security tax. It was as.sumed that taxpnyeu take the optional lItundard dllduction 01 $100.
For 1066 the "1965 ~a' cut" will remain in effect for the first 4/10tha of the year and the "new ta.' cut" ~'ill be
in etT~'Ct lor the remainder of the year. The" Net Federal tax for 1966" i~ after deducting II. blend of theS6
tl\'O tlLX adjustments.
(Mr. Sharp.]
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Mr. Sharp: Mr. Speaker, the Department of
Finance estimates that this change in the
income tax will increase our revenues at a
rate of approximately $210 million per annum. The dIrect effect in the fiscal year
1966-67 should be about $140 million. It is
designed to reduce moderately the rate of
Increase of consumer expenditures.
I am proposing a few technical changes in
the Income Tax Act.
The first is to make more cleareut and
specific arrangements in regard to charitable
donations. All charitable organizations will be
asked to register and to file annual returns of
information. Only donations to such registered charitable organizations will be permitted as deductions from income in future
years. This will not however affect the existing provision whereby a taxpayer may deduct
up to $100 for charitable contributions or
medical expenses without submitting receipts.
In addition, donations to certain specified
classes of charitable organizations outside
Canada will be allowed as deductions. The
essential points are given in the resolution
and the Minister of National Revenue can
explain the plans regarding registration when
the resolution is under consideration.
Like all Ministers of Finance, I am concerned about the loopholes that remain in the
law despite the vigilance of all my predecessors, and I am proposing a number of provisions on this score.
I should like to draw attention to some of
them. In recent months there has been evidence of increasing abuse of the section of
the Act providing special tax treatment for
deferred profit sharing plans. In 1960 and
1961 my predecessor, then the hon. member
for Egllnton, with the worthiest of motives,
introduced a section in the Act to provide for
these plans, which he described as an important piece of social legislation. Since then
various businessmen and their professIonal
advisers have exploited this well-intended
but vulnerable section in various ways. Essentially what happens in typical cases is that
contributions of profits from a business, made
deductible in computing income for tax purpose and held in a tax free fund, which were
intended to bene[lt the employees of the
bUsine5S generally are being diverted to benefit a few key people, chief shareholders or
their relatives or heIrs. The Minister of National Revenue will not accept any more
deferred profit sharing plans for registration
until we deal with the matter by a revision of
the Act. There is a fairly general paragraph
in the Resolution covering the essential
[Mr. Sharp.J
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points, which would apply to existing plans
as well as new ones.
In the income tax regulation there are a
number of special rates of capital cost allowances that have been granted for limited
periods as inducements to action of one kind
or another. These will be allowed to expire at
the dates now specified, with one exception,
namely the special rate on property acquired
for the prevention of water pollution. This
will be extended until the end of December
1967. Some of these special capital cost allowances are being replaced by grants, which in
our view represent a more effective and
fairer method of encouraging investment in
designated areas, and industrial research and
development.
The Resolution includes a paragraph to
extend from April 1967 until April J968 the
deadline for the commencement of production
for manufacturing projects in designated
areas, on which construction has already
started, U they are to qualify for the threeyear exemption from income tax. Some of
these projects are being delayed by events
beyond the control of the companies concerned. The purpose of this action is to reduce
the pressure that now exists to compete
strenuously for equipment, materials and
skilled labour which are in short supply. This
is similar in principle to the proposed extension of the deadlines in the incentives offered
provinces and municipalities to undertake
certain types of construction work.
We also propose to extend tlie three-year
tax exemption for new mines to wells for
extracting potash by the solution method.

..

Withholding Tax
I come now, Mr. Speaker, to a major
change affecting the sale of Canadian bonds
to foreign buyers. The 15 per cent non-resident withholding tax on interest now constitutes in some measure an impediment to the
sale of Canadian bonds in the United States
and Europe.
In order to improve the market for such
securities I propose that Interest on bonds
and debentures dated alter April 15, 1966,
issued by the federal or provincial governments or their agencies guaranteed by those
governments, or issued by municipalities, or
by hospitals and educational Institutions guaranteed by a province. shall be exempt trom
this withholding tax. I have given consideration to whether this exemption should be
extended to bonds and similar obligations
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issued by businesses or individuals in Canada
but t have conduded lhat 1 should not come
to a decision all l!lis prj'nt pent!ing the gener·
al review and revision at the Income Tax
Act.
This new exemption from the withholding
tax will not reduce our revenue from out·
standing issues, interest on which is already
subject to the tax and will remain subject to
it. It will eliminate our revenue from new
issues that we would otherwise have expected
to yield a tax, aDd this may cost the Treasury
two or three million dollars in 1966-7. There
should on the other hand be some saving to
provinces and municipalities in what it is
necessary to pay in interest to foreign lenders. I hope it will enable some borrowing to
be done in Europe, despite the high cost at
borrowing there.
1 have described the steps to be taken to
moderate the growth of government expcn·
diture and consumer spending. I am going to'"
propose three important measures affecting
private capital investment. These are complementary. and taken together, should in my
judgment effect a reasonable but not excessive degree of restraint on the Rte of increase in investment demand.
Sales Tax and Excise taxes
First. the sales tax. I intend to review it
thoroughly in the light of the Royal Commission report, our experience wUh the Tax
and the criticisms we have received. Meanwhile several changes should be enacted now.
Beginning in 1963 the house will recall that
the exemption from sales tax of building
materials and of production machinery and
equipment was withdrawn in several stages.
The revenue that accrued from this step
made a vital contribution to the improvement
of the financial position at the Federal
Government and the restoration ot confidence
in our fiscal capacity. It has not stood in the
way of a rapid increase In capital investment,
and indeed in the past few month:'! has
probably assisted In moderating an excessively rapid rate of increase. For a country such
as Canada. however, where the ability to
compete internationally Is so Important and
where we must maintain a high rate of
investment in modem machinery and equipment in order to achieve the increases In
productivity which we all want. we should
not have a sales tax onSomll hon. Members: Hear, hear.
[Mr. ShatP.]
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Mr. Sharp: I repeat, Mr. Speaker, that we
should not have a sales tax on production
machinery and equipment as 3 permanent
feature of our system.
Some hon. Membeu: Oh. oh.

M.-. Sharp: On the other hand, the immedi·
ale remo',fal of the tax on the whole of this
category at the present time WQuld only tend
to exaggerate the capital invcstmcnt boom
now in progress.
II (9:00 p.m.)

There is. however, a certain type of machi·
nery and equipment with very short lifetime.
expenditures on which are really part of the
current costs of production and which bear
significar:t1y upon our export trade and upon
production that competes with imports. I
reler to dies, jigs, fixtures and moulds, and
tools lor use in production machinery tor
shaping and working materials. 1 have come
to the conclusion that these should be made
exempt !rom sales tax forthwith. This is
covered in the resolutions that I am placing
before you and will go into effect provisional_
ly at midnight tonight
I next propose that Parliament legislate
now to provide tor the future restoration of
the exemption for the remaining categories ot
production machinery aDd equipment. I propose that the exemption be restored partlall,y
a year hence, at the beginnlni of April 1967,
by a reduction in the rate then by 5 percentage points, and that it be restored tully a
year later, at the first of April 1968. Should
the economic circumstances change in the
meantime and make an earlier removal ot
this tax on machinery and equipment
economically desirable, I will Dot hesitate to
recomment to parliament In my next Budget
that the remaining tax be removed at an
earlier date.
The advance enactment of this exemption
is proposed deliberately so that businesses
can take it Into account In their planning. It
will constitute some inducement to defer the
acquisition of machinery and equipment at a
time when the expenditures on these categories seem likely to be exceedingly high, it not
in tact excessive, judging from the figu?cs
that have just been published In the survey
of intentions for private and public capital
expendilures this year.
I am not convinced that the exempUon
from the sales tax for building materials
should be restored. The arguments for this
are not as strong as th06e that apply to
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machinery and equJpment, and I am reserv·
ing judgment on it until J am able to review
our tax system as a whole.
I am also recommending a few minor revi·
sions in the sales tax which will be found set
forth in the resolutions and can best be
explained and discussed when they are under
consideration.
J renew the undertaking given last year by
my predecessor, the hon. member for Da·
venport (Mr. Gordon), that If the considerations of the Special Committee of the House
on Food and Drugs lead it to recommend that
drugs should be exempt from sales tax as
part of a comprehensive and effective programme to reduce the prices of drugs, then
the Government would be prepared to recommend such action by means of a special
statute covering all the measures required to
give effect to such a program.
J have considered the various special excise
taxes that are imposed on a number of
commodities under the Excise Tax Act. I
cannot afford any wholesale revision of these
until it can be done in the liiht of a general
program of reform. I am proposing a
minor simplification of the excise tax on
electronic tubes and cigarette lighters.
The reduction in revenue consequent upon
the actions 1 have proposed for immediate
application in regard to the Excise Tax Act
would be $21 million In the coming fiscal
year. The cost of the first reduction in the
present rate ot sales tax on production machinery and equipment is estimated to be an
additional $63 million in the fiscal year 196768. Given the present economic and budgetary outlook, this prO$pective reduction in
revenue and the further reduction in the
following year will have to be replaced, when
the time comes, by Increases in other tax
revenues.
Special Temporary Measures
The proposal to provide now for the future
reduction and later elimination of the sales
tax on production machinery and equipment
is the first of my three proposals designed to
~ncourage the postponement of some private
Investment. I now wish to propose two temporary measures with the same objective.
In designing these measures I have been
especially concerned to avoid tax increases
of a kind that would get built into production
C~ts and impair our future competitive posi·
bon. After review!n, measures we have tak·
e.n in the past, such as the deterred depreciation rules of 1951 and 1952 with which J was

closely concerned as an official, and the well
known Swedish tax free reserve plan, and
several other possibilities put forward by the
Department, I have selected two which I
think are appropriate to our present
Canadian circumstances. They can be brought
quickly into effect, they will provide prompt
pressures upon and inducements for business
to defer capital expenditures, they will not
add to the costs of production, and they will
help business to maintain capital expend!·
tures In future years. Each can be terminated
on short notice without serious effects, should
our economic circumstances change substantially.
The first measure has been put into effect
by the government in an amendment to the
Income Tax Regulations that comes 1oto
effect tonight It reduces the capital cost
allowances that may be claimed for various
dasses of capital assets acquired during the
period between now and October 1, 1967about 18 months. This appears to me the
period over which special inducements to
postpone business capital expenditures are
likely to be necessary, though of course this
is a difficult matter to forecast. As 1 have
said, these are the kinds of measures that can
be changed quickly, and without any long
dela)·s.
This measure will restrict capitaJ cost al·
lowances for certain classes of assets during
the three-sear period following acquisition,
by applying the normal rates to part only of
the capital cost of the assets. It will apply to
the classes that include most kinds of bulldings, machinery and equipment, but not to
heavy construction equipment, pipelines or
the generatiflg and distributing equipment of
public utilities.
For those who need to know more precisely
what is affected J should make it clear that
the dasses involved are numbers 3, 6, 8, 9, 10,
11 and 16. The effect of this measure Is
approximately the same as if we had reduced
the rates for classes 3, 6 and 8 by one halt,
and for the other classes by ten percentage
points. The exact details can be found in the
Regulations which J will ask leave to table at
the end of my speech.
It will not apply to property acquired
under written contracts which can be shown
to have exis\.ed tonight, to assets which have
been used before tonight, nor to assets which
are acquired for installation and use in designated areas, or those covered by the special
temporary classes established as incentives.
We have for many years used increased
rates of capital cost allowances as Jnduce·
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ments for accelerating business investment.
Indeed we have been using them recently. It
is logical that we should now use reductions
in these allowances to induce business to
deCer a part of its investment.
The other temporary measure is designed
to divert and immobilize temporarily a mod.
est portion of the flow of funds that is the
chief source of finance lor the increasing
capital expenditure of businesses. I am
proposing a wholly new device-a refundable
tax on cash profits. It would be ,payable by
all corporations not exempt Crom tax under
Section 62 or the Income Tax Act, and by
certain types of trusts on specified types of
income. The base for the tax would be the
taxable income of the company for the current year, less the income tax payable there.
on, plus capital cost allowances deducted in
determining income, plus depletion allowances and certain other items that are
specified in the Resolution, In determining
the tax base we would deduct from this
adjusted net taxable income principal payments due and made on the debt of the
company which had an original term or three
years or longer under written loan contracts
existing tonight. This is more precisely described in the Resolution. There will be a
general deduction of $30,000 which should be
adequate to mitigate the impact of the tax on
smaller businesses which do not have ready
recourse to the capital market. The appropriate rate or tax has involved a difficult judg~
ment but I have decided on 5 per cent
bearing in mind the many items added and
deducted in establishing the base. Further
details are given in the Resolution, and the
measure itseU will be incorporated as a separate temporary part added to the Income Tax
Act.
This refundable tax would be payable
monthly commencing In May this year for a
period of 18 months. The monthly payments
would be made on an estimated tax base
computed by reference to the present or
immediately preceding tax year subject to
adjustment at the end of the period.
The amounts received under this new
measure would be repaid, with interest at 5
per cent, after an interval of 18 to 36 months
after receipt. The specific period within this
range would be determined by the Government in the light of the economic prospects as
assessed late In 1967.
There will of course be problems to be
solved in working out the details of a novel
measure or this kind, and I shall welcome
[Mr. Sharp.]

constructive suggestions from those affected
by it or those expert in tax matters Or
economics as to how we can best accomplish
the essential purpose of this measure with the
least amount of unnecessary disruption. Some
changes in investment plans should result, of
course, since this is the purpose of the measure. I would appreciate receiving such
suggestions first in writing, or in the House
during the debate on the Budget itself, so I
can take them into account as early as possible, in the framing of the legislation.
•

(9:10 p.m.)

It is difficult to assess with any accuracy

the quantitative effects of these new measures relating to capital expenditures. The
temporary reduction in capital cost allowances below normal levels will act in the
right direction in bringing about some postponement or capital expenditures. It will also
increase our corporate tax revenues, The
prospect of the reduction and later eUmina·
tion of the sales tax on machinery and equip~
ment will be a more powerful incentive to
postpone capital expenditures. The refundable tax on cash profits should yield I would
think something or the order of a quarter of a
billion dollars in a fuU year. All in all, I
would think it reasonable to expect that these
three measures taken as a whole might result
directly and indirectly in a reduction by a
third of a billion dollars this year of the
intended increase in busIness investment expenditure.
That increase-not the total; just the increase itself-was estimated at about one and
one quarter billion dollars in the Public and
Private Investment Outlook for 1966. This
reduction in the rate of increase would be
only a moderate one, but should serve to
bring the total increase much closer into line
with the increase in our capacity to produce
what is demanded taking into account that
there is some spare capacity available in
designated areas. Similarly it should restrain
the increase that would otherwise occur in
the current account deficit of our balance or
payments. The aftermath of these deferments
should help to maintain a high level of
business investment in future years and thus
contribute to sustained growth, because the
house wUl have noticed that all these measures have a very stimulating effect. eventually, on the level of construction, and thus help
to stretch out our business prosperity.
Resulting Budgetary and Cash Position
Drawing together the effects upon our
revenues and budget position of the results of
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these various measures requires consideration
of the effect of them on total expenditures
and incomes and thus on our revenues from
existing taxes. The department estimates that
the budget measures as a whole shouid restrain the increase in Gross National Product
to S<lmething over 8l per cent instead of over
9 per cent as J mentioned before the tax
changes. One must recognize that many imponderables must be assessed in any such
calculation. We hope and expect that most of
this reduction would consist of a smaller
increase in costs and prices.
Taking this reduction in Gross NaUonal
Product into account I estimate that our
budgetary revenues, after the tax changes
will be $8,300 million. This excludes the yield
of the refundable tax which cannot properly
be included in revenues for accountina: purposes, though it has similar economic effects
and I am assuming the statistlclans will
include it in revenues for the purpose of the
national economic accounts.
With the consent of the House I would like
t,) place on HansaTd here a table summarizing our expected revenues from various
sources making up this total of $8,300 million,
and the tax revenues which go into the Old
Age Security Fund. I am including for comparison our preliminary figures for revenues
in the current fiscal year.
Mr. Speaker: Is this agreed?
Some hon. Members: Agreed.
Mr. Sha.rp: The table is as follows:
[Editor's Note: The table above f'eferred to
is a.s follows:]
Table 4
Budgetary and Old Age
Security Fund Revenues
1966-67
Forecast
1965-66
Prelim- after Tax
Changes
nary
$ million $ mUlion
Personal Income Tax
CorpOration Income
Tax
Non-resident withholding tax
Estate tax
Customs duties
Sales tax
Other duties and taxes
Total taxes
23033--21'

2,150

2,378

1,610

1,731

170
'07

177

676

749

1,385

1,475

73'

713

6,832

7,384

'0'

Non-tax revenues

841

916

Budgetary revenues
Old age security fund
revenues

7,673

8,300

1,163

1,277

Total revenues

8,836

9.577

Setting these revenues against our budget.
ary expenditures of $8,450 millions leaves us
with a budgetary deficit of $150 million for
the new fiscal year-agaln disregarding the
yield of the refundabie tax. In terms of the
national economic accounts, where J am inclUding as revenue the yield of this refundable tax, I am forecasting a surplus of about
$615 million, compared with $494 mUllon in
the year now closing. These figures do not
include the accumulation of funds in the
Canada Pension Plan. which wlll be shown
separately in the statistics. Such accumulation will be an additional source of national
savings, as will be the corresponding item for
the Quebec plan. I shall include with the
budget papers as an appendix to Hansard it
the House will agree, tables giving these
national economic accounts figures and their
reconciliation with the budgetary accounts.
We have of course many substantial trans·
actions outside our budgetary aceounts
which must be taken note of in assessing our
overall position. OUr loans and investments
will be higher this coming year than in the
year now closing, chle8y because of Expo
1961 whose cash requirements will be at a
peak this year. Another large factor will be
our disbursements of Municipal Development
Loans which will be high as projects are
completed and"" interim financing is refunded
by drawing upon the loans we have approved. On the other hand our non-budgetary
receipts, apart from public debt transactions,
will be down modestly, apart from the refundable tax-which I would leave out of
account for the present, as well as any
change in the level of our exchange reserves.
The net balance 01 non-budgetary items on
this basis I would expect to be a requirement
of about $350 mJIllon compared with $163
miUion last year. Adding this to the budget
deficit would give a total requirement for
cash of about $500 million this year compared
to $187 million shown in the White Paper for
the year now closing.
I do not propose that we should disburse
the funds we receive from the refundable tax
as we do normal revenue. Instead 1 would
plan to hold it as an addition to whatever
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cash balances we would otherwise hold, un·
less economic circumstances change and
make it economically desirable lor us to
borrow less and ease the pressure on the
capital market.
I should also recall that in our balance ol
payments arrangements with the United
States the government has agreed that it
would aim to rcduce its exchange reserves to
a range that would centre around $2,600
million. This would in volve a reduction of an
order of magnitude of about $200 million
from the figure at the beginning of this
month. However, the Government of Canada
may either have to purchase Canadian securities held in the United States or itseil borrow
in the United States, depending on the requirements of our balance of payments and
the borrowing which others do outside
Canada. Consequently I believe we should
not try at this time to forecast the effec;t of
these prospective changes in our reserves and
related transactions upon our requirements
for cash in Canada.
Our cash balances now, very near to the
beginning of the year for which we are
budgeting, are reasonably high. The extent to
which we should draw them down rather
than borrow to meet our cash requirements
will be a matter to be decided upon from
time to time during the year depending upon
the state of the capital market, monetary
policy and other economic circumstances. In
this new flscal year it is evident that our debt
management decisions and operations will
have an important role to play in our general
econamic policy.
I should point out that the accumulation
and investment of funds under the Canada
Pension Plan, though large. will have little
bearing upon our accounts or financing since
we lend all these funds. except working
balances, to the provincial governments or
the;r agencies in accordance with the Canada
Pension Plan act.

will frustrate the attainment of other basic
economic objectives, such as balance of pay~
ments viability and high employment, while
also comprising our capacity to achieve
steadily advancing living standards lor the
Canadian people, reasonable profitability at
business, and the maintenance of purchasing
power o[ pensions and savings." This is a
time when aU Canadians should observe such
restraint, in our own long term interest, and
resist the temptation to exploit the bargaining positions which the present boom presents to many in the country.
Second, we need more saving on the part
of Canadians, and more investment in the
capital assets of Canada's economy-private
and public. We need it now more than ever
before in normal peacetime. A modest in~
crease in saving at the cost of reducing
personal expenditure in boom times is a
means by which Canadians, as individuals,
can contribute to the success of national
economic policy. The poor that remain among
us cannot be expected to save more this
way-but those of average Incomes and better
can.
[Translation}

I need hardly say that as a new Minister of
Finance I would have pre1erred the maIn
features of my first I3udget to be proposals to
reduce taxation. But we can all take satisfac~
tion from the fact that our problems are no
longer the problems of overcoming slackness
or stagnation but those of managing growth
and prosperity. Our task is to sustain the
longest economic expansion in Canadian history.
[English]

I want to take this opportunity to express
my warm appreciation of the contribution to
this expansion that was made by the policies
of my predecessor the hon. member for
Davenport (Mr. Gordon).
•

19:20 p.m.)

I believe the measures I have proposed
Concludin!!; Remarks
lonight will serve to moderate but by no
I3efo~e concluding I should like to make
means eliminate the increase in demand on
two points briefly. The Economic Council for our economy this year. Our situation calls for
Canada in its first Annual Review, in describ- some restraint in expansion; it does not call
ing the conditions and policies which it con~ for deflation. As a nation we should ease up
sidered necessary to reach our economic goals our foot on the gas pedal. not slam on the
brakes. We want growth, but sustained
-as indicated in the Act establishing the growth, not erratic fluctuations. The keynote
Council-called for "Responsible restraint in of this budget is IT!oderation. This is what is
both wage demands and business pricing poli- needed today if we are to guide our economy
cies, with clearer recognition that failure to toward successive years of expansion and
maintain reasonable price and cost stabllity continued prosperity.
{Mr. Sharp.!
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When Sllbject to Drawbr.ck

,

U.:Ied or se<'ond·h"nd milt tteli.iCS or ml<terialll therefrom:
Thi" item doe1l not affect ill "ny manner:
(<I) mattre!l'!e~ imported ~nd"" It"iff itema 70405-1. 70416-1. 70605-1. 70000-1. 70700-1. 7(800-1. or under tourilll.ll' or Irtwellers' "ehicle permita:
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may prell<;ribe, accompanied by llueh certificnlell a>I he may <!e>!ignllle,

item, and by inserting

99 p.c.

4. Resolved, that IIny enllctment founded upon the fOfClloing rellOllltions sh"l] he deemed to h:lve come into lorce on the 30th day of March, 1966. and to have
applied to "II goods mentioned in the fl.'!id re>lOllltions importeJ or t"h'l! aut of warehouse for conlillfllplian on or "Iter that day, and to have applilld to good1l previOOlily
imported for ""hi..,h no enlry lor con~umptio" WAll made before that day.

99219-1

op~ite thut

When used in the plants 01 1llanllfactllrerll of automouiles and
motor vehides or 01 automobile or motor vehide parts for
the msnufactul"iO 01 slltomobiles and motor vehicle" or 01
slltomobile or motor vehicle parU: or when "sed lor lite
Canada: ac..,e>$OlOlries nnd "tt"..,hments lor use with the aforemenm"nllfa<;lure of dies, ji~, fixtures Or ,,,ouM,, whi..,h are
tioned m""hines und preci.ion iOlltrumentlj and Ilpp:,ratull; parts of
""""I ill tit" production of " .. \.o,,"obile or motor vehide
all the loregoinG, not induding eonllulL,al>Je tool~.
parLll.
. ...

Machinc~: precision instrulOCrlts and npparutus for heat trenting.
weldin~, l\O,-ting. te~tinx, inspectin" or correctinjj:; controllJanels for
U!le "'itIL the alol'emention..,J ",,,,,hines and l're<:ision instruments
and IlppanHU~; all of Ihe foregoinG 01 S da»s or kind not made in

Oood~

3. Resolved, thllt Schedule C t(llhe Cu,lr>m, TarijJ be amended by Slriking Ollt item 99219-1 and the enumeration of goods set
therein the following hem lind ellllrneration of goods:

97052-1

!\o,

H.m

Portion "I J)llty
('I<>t indlluing :5pe..,ial
lJllt,' or DllUlpi"ll
Dot)·) Pay:tble llJj
Drllwlo:ock

2. Heaol"ed, that Scltlldule n to the C,,~lom~ Tariff be amended by striking oot it(:m 97052-1 and the enumet:llion of goods and the rate of drawback of dut)· set
:'" oPJ>O.~it" th"llt"m, ,tnd lJ}' i,,:;ening therdn the '"llowing item, enllmeratio" olll:ooJ~ and rat" of dl'UwlJllck of ullty:
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